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Abstract --.-- 

Tnree new types of directional couplers are 
doscrIbed for Jse in overmoded circular Waveguide 
operating in the TM,, mode. The types are (1) 
circu:?r/recta?~ul~r waveguide multihole couplers, (2) 
circlJl?r waveguide:coaxial multihcle couplers, and (31 
circular wa-ie,:lJide 100~ couplers. These dire’zt ional 
couplers are designed tz diagncse intense pulsed 
microwave systems in tie frequency range 3 - 18 GHz. 
Coupllrg coeffizier.:s vary between 50 dB and 70 dB 
with directlvities between 13 dB and SO dB. These 
devizes have been used to measure the output powers of 
rel,ativistic magnetrons and backward wave oscillators 
(BHOz) in the poWer range 1CC MW to 300 MW. 

Circular Waveguide Loop Couplers ___------ --- 

The loop directional coupler is a well-known 
d e Y i c e zhat has been built in rectangular uavegui.e 
and coaxial transmission lines. However, loop 
couplers have not been previously constructed in 
circular wavsguide. In 1906, Early’ reported on a 
loop di-ectional coupler for rectangular waveguide, 
and later, in 1956, Lombardini et. al. ,’ gave design 
criteria fcr loop couplers in rectangular waveguide 
and coaxial Lines. The loop coupler reported herein 
draws on the fundamentals of previous authors and 
expands the design to the TM,, mode in circular 
wavegulde at parer levels in the hundreds of MW’s 
range. 

The present device consists of a section cf 
circular iiaveguide attached to a side structure that 
contains the coupling loop. An aperttire ccupling the 
waveguide to the side structure can be either a round 
hole or an oval slot with the longer dimension of the 
.slot parallel to the length of the circul,ar guide. 
The largest dimension of the coupling aperture should 
be A :Ir, where h is the guide wavelength in the 
circZ%lar guide %hat ccrr>esponds to the center 
frequency of the device. The wall thickness of the 
<coupling aperture should be small comp.ared to a 
,wavelength. The ccupling apert,Jre was epoxy fllled 
‘with Torrseal to make a vacuJm seal good to 1~10~~ 
torr. To avoid rf breakdown of the aperture, tie 
epoxy surface on the interior of the waveguide was 
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Figure 1. Cross-sectional view of loop coupler. 

made \ifary smooth. A cross-seatit;nal view of the loop 
coupler is shown in Fig. 1. 

4 TM,, mcde propagating I? th6, 8circular daveguide 
has field components E , < , and ii . E 1s zero at 
the wall of the gsJid8, so’ Ll-.e onl”, fie7t-i components 
which couple to the loop are F: a I? d E 

3’ 
These field 

components leak thr>ough the ,lo: an1 ex::itz current,s !: 
on the loop. Each end of the loop must be terminated 
or have enough attenuation to appear as a matched load 
to tne signals propagating in tr..c coax. The l:op acts 
as a capacitive voltage di-vider, coupl:ng to the 
passing electric field E 
currents in both arms of th: 

ant .so gives rise tz 
coaxial line in the same 

direct ion. The loop also couple:; i 7 d II (1 t, i i’ 5 1 y t, 0 t il ? 

time rate of change of the magnetic field dHg/dt which 
excites current,s in bzth arms zf the 3oax in 0pposLte 
directions. 

This device is inherent,ly a “backwar;i” coupler. 
Power flowing forward in t,he main guide will be 
coupled to the loop and flow in the reverse direct ion 
in the coax; power flcwing in tr..e rev+zrse direction in 
the main guide couples energy to the soax f1owir.g i7 
the fzrwnrd dlrcction. 

Two loop couplers were constl’ucted. Tne first 
ooerated in S-band with a bandwidth of 3.C - 3.3 CHz, 
a coupling c0efficier.t ,)f 61. cB - 0.5 dB, and .a 
directlvity of 15 dB. The se::ond i:o.lpl,?r operated i? 
KJ-band with a bandwidth of 11 .5 - 13.5 CHz, a 
coupling coefficien: of 65 dB + 1 30, and a - 
directivity of :3 - 16 dB. 

Ci-cLlnr/R~ctanglJl?r WaveguIde MultIhole Coualer --__-------------._-- -- 

The circular/rectargJl?r waveg!.ile directional 
coupler operates ir. the TM,, mode in circuiar guide 
and couples tc the rectangular Waveguide TE,, mode. 
The phase velocities of wa7es traveling in both guides 
are matched in the region of the coup11ng slots. 
Since the circular waveguide is overmoded, the coupled 
rectalgul,w guide milst -7150 be cvermo~:el. B0t.b guides 
must have the same cIJtoff freqJt?ncy. Tne coupled 
reclangulnr guide tapers to standard size waveguide 
for the required operating frequency. II otir 

experiments, WR-284 waveguide was (used for S-band 
operation. A photograph of tne coupler is shown in 
Figure 2. The overmoded rectangi.llar waveguide sect ion 
and bcth waveguide taper sectinns are 2.5 X long 
each. A smooth taper transition is reedod to @“sure 
no mode conversion and small refiections. 

Coupling slots conr.ect the circular guide tc the 
rectangular guide. These coupling slots are oriented 
at 45” With respect to the longitudinal ~dimensi=n or 
the coupler. This orientation gives m.aximum coupling 
since the magnetic fields in the circular and 
rectangular waveguide are orthogonal. Any n!lnber of 
coupling slots two or greater can be used. In our 
coupler, three slots were chosen for simplicity and 
because B very high riirectivit,y was r.ot neeced. The 
coupling of the slots are made proportional to the 
coefficients of a Tchebycheff polynomial to improve 
the bandwidth of the. coupler. 

As in the loop coupler, the coupling slots were 
epoxy filled to make a vacuum seal. They were then 
covered with two Inyers of Eccos:,rb spa':? cloth naving 
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Figu-e 2. Photograph of circular/rectangular 
iraveguide direct ional coupler. 

a resistivity, R = 377 ohms per square. The walls of 
i;he rectangular 2aveguide near the coupling slots were 
nlsc covered with the space cloth. This resistive 
cloth introduces loss which preferentially reduces 
unwlnted modes frcm being generated in the overmoded 
rectangular guide. It also reduces reflect ions and, 
‘bus, helps to increase the directivity of the 
coupler. The cloth helps to increase the bandwidth 
and makes the coupling less sensitive to frequency. 

The coupler was constructed for use on an S-band 
relativistic magnetron. It had an operational 
bandwidth of 2.9 - 3.4 GE s with a coupling coefficient 
of 63 dB + 0.5 dB. The coupler was dual-directional, 
with a directivity that varied between 13 and 20 dB. 

Circular Waveguide/Coaxial Multihole Coupler -- 

The circular waveguide/coaxial multihcle 
directional coupler is an original design device. The 
device couples the TM,, mode in circular waveguide to 
the TEM mode in a coaxial line. Both modes have 
slmiliar field patterns with E and H field 
components. The TM,,, mode has an E component’, while 
the TEM mode is supported by a center conductor. The 
action of the center conductor is very similiar to 
that of the E field in t:?e guide. Good coupling is 
achieved uhen &ire guide is overmoded and the coaxial 
line has a very 1o.w E dielectric between the inner and 
outer conductor since both transmission lines then 
:I 2 v D phase velocities close to the speed of light. 
The coup1ir.g is produced by the E and FI field 
components. Figure 3 shows a cross-~ectional’view of 
the coupler. The Sends in the coaxial line are Only 
for ccnvenience. They should be smooth, however, so 
that standing waves in the line are small. The wall 
thickness of the guide is reduced in the coupling 
region to abou: 1 110. 

the holes! 
A slot placed in the coax fits 

over The coupling of the holes was 
designed to be proportional to the coefficients of a 
Tchebycheff polynomial , which allowed a larger 
bandwidth than if a11 the holes had the same coupling. 
Six coupling hcles were selected to provide a good 
directivity with a simple design. The coupler can 
measure bcth forward and reflected power in the guide. 
Our coupler had a coupling coefficient of 70 dB + 1 dB 
over the frequency range 1’.5 - 17.5 CHzr The 
directivlty varied between 13 dB and 20 dB. 
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Figure 3. Cross-sectional view zf circJ:ar 
wavsgcide/coaxial directional coupler. 

Calibration 

Two circular waveguide measurement systems were 
constructed to develop and calibrate directional 
couplers. One system uses 13.58 cm diameter waveguide 
for operation in S-bar,d, while the other system uses 
8.89 cm diameter waveguide for operation in Ku-band. 
Each system uses a TM,, mode launcher constructed from 
a tapered section of uaveguide with an axial E-field 
probe at the narrow end. The narrow end of the taper 
was cutoff for modes h?igher than the TM,,. Thus, only 
the TE,, and the TM,, modes could propagate. The 
axial launching probe was adjusted to efficiently 
couple the TM,, mode to the coaxial line that supplied 
the calibration pouer. The mode launched was 
identified by propagating several watts of cw power 
and observing the heat pattern on a sheet of microwave 
absorbing liquid crystal material placed across the 
circular waveguide. Figure ii shows the standard 
calibration system. The launchers in both systems had 
power transfer coefficients of 90%. The S-band system 
had a bandwidth cf 2.6 - 3.8 GHz, and the Ku-band 
system had a bandwidth of 11 .5 - 18 GHz. 
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Figure il. Experimental setup for coupler calibration. 

The calibrations were performed in both a swept 
frequency mode using a scalar network analyzer and in 
a discrete frequency mode using power meters. The 
swept frequency measurements were performed first to 
ensure that the coupler had a smooth coupling response 
without resonances over the desired bandwidth. Next, 
the coupling coefficient was remeasured at many 
discrete points in the operating band. Directivity 
measurements were also performed in this manner. Many 
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calibrations niere perforr.ed with more tnar one ::oupler 
prese1t in t:ne System t,.: provide cross zalibratlon. 

Hich Power Tests 

The directional couplers described in this paper 
were dsed to measure the power generated by a 
rfl-itivist IC magnetron’ acd a F3WZ.' The couplers 
measured both forward ar.d reflected powers in the TM,, 
mode at lsvels of up to 300 YW. Figure 5 Shows the 
wave&Jide system for the BWO iccorporating a Circular 
wavuguide/coaxial coupler. An electron beam 
propagating through the sloij uave structure generates 
microwaves that flow through the uaveguide transition, 
into the coupler, and out the horn antenna. The 3WO 
produces a single pJlse 5 - 50 ns wide with a 
frec.Jency of 12 - 16 GH:.. The coupled power is 
further recuced by coaxial attenuators to about 100 
mW. Th:s power is measured by a point ccntact diode 
detector with a rise time of 2 ns. The diodes were 
calibrated at various frequencies for their voltage 
VS. pover response. The detector voltage was measured 
with high bandwidth (400 MHz - 1 GHz) oscilloscopes. 
An overall accuracy of ’ dB is possible if all the 
attenuators are calibrated and the detector voltage is 
measured within 1C mV. EMP noise picked up by cables, 
and uncertainties in the frequency can reduce the 
accuracy of the power measurement. 
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Figure 5. Experimental setup for high power BWO. 
Power is generated in slow wave structure 
and measured with the directional coupler. 

Figure 6 shows a photograph of a loop directional 
coupler installed on the magnetron. The magnetron 
produces a :OO MW single pulse 50 ns wide at a 
microwave frequency of 3.15 CHz. The frequency is 
very stable, so a large bandwidth coupler is not 
required. The coupler measures both forward and 
reflected power flowing in the waveguide. T t e 
measurement of the power is very similiar to that used 
for the BWO. Coaxial attenuators reduce the coupled 
power, which is then measured by a fast diode 
detector. fi high speed transient digitizer records 
the output voltage. The digitized voltage pulse iS 
related to the high power flowing in the waveguide by 
the calibrations of the diode, attenuators, and the 
coupler. The stable operating frequency makes the 
overall system accuracy better for the magnetron. 

Conclusion ____ 

Several new high power directional couplers for 
overmoded circular waveguide have been presented. 
These couplers were designed for use in the TM,, mode 
but could also be used for TMOn modes. Large 
bandwidths and directivities are possible by Lising 
multihole couplers with large numbers of coupling 
holes. However, for very high power microwave 
sources, couplers with high directivities are not as 
impcrtant, since very accurate measurements are 
limited by single pulse repeatability and EMP noise. 
The couplerc presented here were tested to power 
levels up to 300 MW. The maximum pcwer limit is 

Figure 6. Photograph of high power magnetron with a 
loop coupler used to measure output power. 

determined by the peak power and pulse dJratiOn 
necessary to breakdown the coupling holes. 
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